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- 1..,u, to suner obloquy also andlreproach from him. But, perhaps, it is necessary to endure all this.]If I have received benefit or improvement from it, there is no harmidone. And I seem to myself, Hippias, improved and benefited by:the conversation of you both. For the meaning of the proverb,“Things of beauty are things of difficulty,” if I am not mistaken in

.
myself, I know.
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THE PROCESS OF SCIENTIFIC THINKiNG *

by
JOHN DEWEY
(‘859—

ILLUSTRATIONS OP REPLECTTW AcTwrrv
Practical needs in connection with existing conditions, naturaland social, evoke and direct thought. We begin [in the following iilustrafions taken from students’ papersi with an instance of thatsort. - . - Curiosity is a strong drive from within, and accordinglyour second example is drawn from that field. Finally, a mind thatis already exercised in scientific subjects will have inquiry arousedby intellectual problems, and our third instance is of that type.A Case of Practical Deliberation. The other day, when I wasdown town on iôth Street, a clock caught my eye. I saw that thehands pointed to 12:20. This suggested that I had an engagement at124th Street, at one o’clock. J reasoned that as it had takeh me anhour to come down on a surface car, I should probably be twenty minutes late if I returned the same way. I might save twenty minutes bya subway express. But was there a station near? If not, I might losemore than twenty minutes in looking for one. Then I thought of theelevated, and I saw there was such a line within two blocks. Butwhere was the station? If it were several blocks above or•belowthe street I was on, I should lose time instead of gaining it. Mymind went back to the subway express as quicker than the elevated;furthermore, I remembered that it went nearer than the elevated

o the part of 124th Street i wished to reach, so that time would be
nved at the end of tie journey. I concluded in favor of the

subway,

rnhd reached my destination by one o’clock.
A Case of Reflection upon an Observatipu. projecting

nearly horizontally from the upper deck of the ferryboat on which

daily cross the river is a long white pole, bearing a
gildid ball at

. its tip. It suggested a flagpole when 1 first saw it; its color, shape,

j and gjlded ball agreed with this idea, and
these reasons seemed to

jusfifY me iathis belief. But soon difficUltWS presented themselves.
[The pole was nearly horizontal, an unusual position

for a ffagpole in

the next place, there was no pulley, ring, or cord by
which to attach

a flag; finally, there were elsewhere two vertical staffs from
which

[flags were occasionally flown. It seemed probable that the
pole was

not there for flag-flying.
I then tried to imagine all possible purposes of such

a pole, and to

consider for which of these it was best suited: (a)
possibly it was,

an ornament. But as all the lerryboats and even the
tugboats car

ried poles, this hypothesis was rejected. (b) Possibly it was the

I, terminal of a wireless telegraph. But the same
consideratiolm made

this improbable. Besides, the more natural place for such a
terminal

would be the highest part of the boat, on top of the
pilot house.

(c) Its purpOSëz0i&t be to point out the direction in
which the boat

is moving.
In support of this conclusion, i discovered that the pole was

; lower than the pilot house, so that the steersman could easily
see it.

Moreover, the tip was enough higher than the base, so
that, from the

. pilot’s position, it must appear to project far out in front
of the boat.

Moreover, the pilot being near the front of the boat,
he would need

some such guide as to its direction. Tugboats would
also need poles

for such a purpost. This hypothesis was so much more
probable than

the others.that i accepted it. I formed the conclusion
that the pole

was set up for the purpose of showing the pilot the direction in

: which the boat pointed, to enable him to steer correctly.

A Case of Reflection jyolving ExperimCt. In
washing

tumblers in hot soapsuds and placing them mouth downward on a

plate, I noticed that bubbles appeared on the outside of the
mouth of

the tumblers and then went inside. Vhy? The presence of bubbles

suggests air, which I note must come from inside the tumbler. I

see that the soapy water on the plate prevents escape of the air

save as it may be caught in bubbles. But why should air
leave the

tumbler? There was no substance entering to force it out
It must

have, expanded. it expands by increase of heat or by increase of

pressure, or by both. Could the air have become heated
after the

tumbler was taken from the hot suds? Clearly not the air that was
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already entangled in the water. If heated air was the cause, cold -aumust have entered in transferring the tumblers from the suds tthe plate. I test to see whether this supposition is tne by takinseveral more tumblers out. Some I shake so as to make sure of entrapping cold air in them. Some I take out, holding them moutlildownward in order to prevent cold air from entering. Bubbles ap-pear on the outside of every one of the former and on none of thê1latter. I must be right in my inference. Air from the outside must
-

have been expanded by the heat of the tumbler, whicb explains tbLappearance of the bubbles on the outside.But why do they then go inside? Cold contracts. The tumbler 3cooled and also the air inside it. Tension was removed, and hencebubbles appeared inside. To be sure of this, I test by placing a capof ice on the tumbler while the bubbles are still forming outside.They soon reverse.
These Three Cases Pont a Series. These three ‘cases havebeen .purposely selected so as to form a stiles from the more rudimentary to more complicated cases of reflection. The first illustratesthe kind of thinking done by everyone during the day’s business, inwhich neither the data nor the ways of dealing with them Be outsidethe limits of everyday experience. The last furnishes a case in whichneither problem nor mode of solution would have occurred except toone with some prior scientific training. The second case forms -anatural transition; its materials lie well within the bounds of every- :day, unspecialized experience; but the problem, instead of being

..

directly involved in the person’s business, arises indirectly in con-nection with what he happened to be doing and appeals to a somewhat :theoretic and impartial interest.In the next chapter we shall give an analytic account of what the Ithree instances exhibit in common. In what immediately follows weshall set forth, first, how they all illustrate .the nature of that operation of inference which is the hart of all intelligent action, andsecond, how the aim and outcome of thinking in all cases is thetransformation of a dubious and perplexing situation into a settled1or determinate, one.

INFERENCE TO TUE UNKNOWN
No Thought without Inference. In every case of reflectiveactivity, a person finds himself confronted with a given, presentsituation from which he has to arrive at, or conclude to, somethingelse that is not present. This process of arriving at an idea of whatis absent on the basis of what is at hand is inference. What is presentcarries or bears the mind over to the idea and ultimately the ac— ceptance of something else. From the consideration of established
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of location and time of day, the person in the first
case cited

1ade an inference as to the best way to travel in
order to keep an

pointment, which is a future and, at first, uncertain event. From

bserved and remembered facts, the second person
inferred the prob

‘,le use of a long pole. From the presence under certain coudi

ions of bubbles and from a owledge of securely established

physical facts and princiPle5 the third person inferred
the explana

:tioii or cause of a partkcular event, previouslY unknown; namelY,

4e movement of water in the form of bubbles from the outside to

the inside of a tumbler.
[ Infere1I Involves a Leap. Every inference, just because it

goes beyond ascertained and known facts, which are
given either by

observation or by recollection of prior
owledge, Involves a jumP

frorn the known into the unknowfl. It involves a leap
beyond what

is given and already established. . .
. the inference occurs via or

through the suggestion that is aroused by what is
seen and remem

bered. Now, while the suggestion pops into the
mind, lust what sug

gestion occurs depends first upon the experience of the
person. This

th turn is dependent upon the general state of
culture of the time;

suggestions1 for example, that occur readily now
could not 0ssibly

- spring up in the mind of a savage. second,
suggestions depend upon

the person’s own preference5 desires, interests, or even
his immediate

state of passion. The inevitableness of sugge5tion the lively force

with whicbit springs before the mind, the natural
tendency to ac

cept it if it is plausible or not obviously contradicted by
facts, indi

cate the necessity of controlling the suggestion which is made the

basis of an inference that is. to be believed.
proving Is Testing. This control of inference prior to,

and on

behalf of, belief constitutes proof. To prove a thing means
primarilY

to test it. The guest .bidden to the wedding feast excused himself

because he had to prove his oxen. Exceptions are said to prove

nile; i.e., they furnish instances so extreme that they try in the

severest fashion its applicabilitY if the rule will stand such a test,
there is no good reason for further doubting it. Not until a thing

has been tried_’tried out,’ in colloquint languag o we know its

true worth. Till *en it niay be pretenses a bluff. But the
thing that

has come out victorious in a test or trial of strength carries
its cre

dentials with it; it is approved1 because it has been proved. Its

value is clearly evinced, shown; .€., demonstrated. So it is with

inferences The mere fact that inference in general is an invaluable
function does not guarantee nor does it even help out, the correct

ness of any particular inference. Any inference may go astray; as

we have seen, there ate 5tanding influences ever ready
to instigate

it to go wrong. What is importUflt is that every
inlcrenCe be a tested
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inference; or (since often this is not possible) that we- disctha.between beliefs that rest upon tested evidence and ihose the) deland be accordingly an our guard as to the kind and degree of asjor belief that is justified.Two Kinds of Testing. MI three instances manifest 1presence of testing operations that transform what would otherwhave been loose thinking into reflective activity. Examination iveals that the testing is of two kinds. Suggested inferencestested in thought to see whether different elements in the suggestiare coherent with one another. They are also tested, after one Kbeen adopted, by action to see whether the consequences that ianticipated in thought occur in fact. A good example of this seenkind of proving is found in the first case cited, where reasoning bled to the conclusion that the use of the subway would bring diperson to the place of his appointment in time. He tried oitesithe idea by acting upon it, and the result confirmed the idea 1%bringing what was inferred actually to pass.In the second case, the test by action could occur only as theperson imagined himself in the place of the pilot who was using th%pole to steer by. The test of coherence or consistency is markedlylin evidence. Suggestions of flagpole, ornament, wireless, were re.1

jected because, as soon as they were reflected upon, it was seathat they did not fit into some elements of the observed facts; theywere dropped because they failed to agree with these elements. Theidea that the pole was used to show the direction of movement atthe boat, on the contrary, was found to agree with a number of important elements, such as (a) the need of the pilot, (b) the height’1of the pole, (c) the relative locations of ks base and tip.In the third instance, both kinds of testing are employed. After ithe conclusion was reached, it was. acted upon by a further experi-ment, undertaken not onjy in imagination but also in fact. A capof ice was placed upon the tumbler, and the bubbles behaved as-they should behave if the inference was the correct one. Hence itwas borne out, corroborated, verified. Other testing acts occurred inthe process by using different ways of taking tumblers out of thewater. The testing of consistency in thought occuQed by reflectingupon the nature of expansion in its relation to heat and by. considering whether the observed phenomena agreed with the facts thatwould have to follow from this principle. Obviously the use of bothmethods of proving a proposed inference is better than one alone.The two methods do not differ, however, in kind. Testing in thoughtfor consistency involves acting in imagination. The other mode carries the imagined act out overtly. True inference is defined firstas involving a leap to a suggested conclusion, and second as trying
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ggesuon to determin0 its agreemen1t with the
requitet of

“2uatiOn. The original pattern of reflective actiofl is set by cases

1.’hich the need for doing 50ething is urgent, and where the

lts of what is done test the value of ought. As intellectuat

jositY develOPS, connection with overt action becomes indirect

d incidental. - Yet it persists even if only in imagination.

MO PROTM A DOUBTFUL TO A SETTLED SITUAflON

Xt Arises from a Directly Expet need Situation. £xainina

of the instances will show that in
each case inking arises out

a directlY experien( situation.
PersonS do not just think at

rge, nor do ideas arise out of nothing. In
one case a student is busy

n a certain part of a city and is
reminded of an engagement at an

ther place. in the second case a person is engaged in riding Ofl a

erry.boat and begins to wonder about
ething in the con5tfl

ou of the boat. in the third case a student with prior scientific

12iniflg is busy 3shing dishes. in each case the nature of the

ituatiOn as it is actually experienced
arouses inqui and calls out

There is nothing in this fact peculiar to
these special instances Go$eflectiOn.’

[through your own ex erience and you will not find a case where

inking started up out of nothing.
Sometime5 the train of thoug

will have taken you so far away from the 5arting point that you

tlLba fficulty in gettig back to that prior
50ething out of

which the inking arose, but.foll0W
the thread far enough and you

will find some situation that is
directly experiend

50ething un

dergone, done, enjoyed, or suffered,
and not just hougbt of. Re

flection is occasioned by the character
of this prima situation. it

does not merelY grow out of it, but it refers back to it. its
aim and

[ outcome are decided by the situation
out of which it arose.

probably the most frequent cause of failure in school to secure

, genuine inking from students is the failure to insure the
existence

F of an erienced situation of such a nature as to call
out inking

in the way in which these
out.of5th00l situations do. A teacher

was

troubled by the failure of pupils, when dealing with aritbmetic

problems in multiplication
volviug decimals, to place the decimal

L point correctlY. The numerical
figures would be correct, but the

values all wrong. One student
might, for example, say $320.16;

an

other, $32.016 and a third, $3201.6°. This result
showed that,

while the pupils could manipulate
figures correctly, they did not

think. For if they bad used
ought, they would not va so ar

bitrarily in grasping the values involved.
ccordingW he sent the

pupils to a.JumbetYaed to
purchase boards for use in the manual

ining shop, saving arranged with the dealer to let them figure

iSo

I!
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the cost of their purchases. The same numerical operationt werc,involved as in the textbook problems. No mistakes at all were madin placing the decimal. The situation itself-induced them to tNnkiand controlled their grasp of the values involved. The contrast be-itween the textbook problem and the requirements of the actual pur-chase in the lumberyard provides an excellent example of• the ne-cessity of a situation in order to induce and direct thought.It Moves toward a Settled Situation. Examination of thethree cases also shows that each situation is in some fashion uncertain, perplexed, troublesome, if only in offering to the mind anunresolved difficulty, an unsettled question. It shows in each casethat the function of reflection is to bring about a new situation in Iwhich the difficulty is resolved, the confusion cleared away, thetrouble smoothed out, the question it puts answered. Any particularprocess of thinking naturally comes to its dose when the situatioLbefore the mind is settled, decided, orderly, clear, for then there isnothing to cafl out reflection until a new bothersome or doubtfulsituation arises.
The function of reflective thought is, therefore, to transform asituation in which there is experienced obscurity, doubt, conflict,disturbance of some sort, into a situation that is clear, coher.ent,settled, harmonious.
The stated conclusion, the conclusion that is set forth in a proposition, is not the final conclusion but is the key to its formation. Forexample, the first person reached the conclusion “the best way to124th Street is the subway train.” But that conclusion was only thekey to reaching the ultimate conclusion; namely, the keeping of anengagement. Thinking was the means of developing the original, perplexed situation into an eventual, satisfactory one. You can readilymake similar analyses in the case of the other two illustrations. Onegreat difficulty with the ‘logical,’ the exclusively formal type . . . isthat it begins and ends with mere propositions instead of bringingbeJore the imagination the two actual life-situations to which thepropositions refer; the one, which contains the doubt or difficulty,and the other, which is the final desired outcome and which wasbrought about by means of reflection.
There is no better way to decide whether genuine inference hastaken place than to ask whether it terminated in the substitution ofa dear, orderly, and satisfactory situation for a perplexed, confused,and discordant one. Partial and ineffectual thinking ends in conclusions that are formally correct but that make no difference inwhat is personally and immediately experienced. Vital inference always leaves one who thinks with a world that is experienced as different in some respect, [or some object in it baa gained in clarity and

FACTS AND IDEAS

When a situation arises containing a
difficulty or perplexity, the

wrson who finds himself in it may take one
of a number of courses.

[lie may dodge it, dropping the activity that
brought it about, turn

ring to something else. He may indulge in a
flight of fancy, imagining

[himself powerful or wealthy, or in some
other way in possession of -

[the means that would enable him to deal with the difficulty. Or,

r finally, he may face the situation. In
this case, he begins to reflect.

Reflection Includes Observation. The moment he begins

to reflect, he begins of necessitY to observe in order to take stock of

[conditions. Some oi these observations are
made by direct use of

the senses; others by recollecting pj,servations
previously made either

by himself or by others. The person who had the engagement to

keep, notes with his eyes his present location,
recalls the place where

he should arrive at one o’clock, and brings
back to mind the means

of transportation with which he is acquainted and their respective

locations. In this.waz he gets as clear and
distinct a recognition as

possible of the nature of the situation with
which he has to deal.

Some of the conditions are obstacles and others
are aids, resources.

No matter whether these conditions. come to
him by direct perpep

don or by memory, they form the ‘facts of the cast.’ They are the

things that are there, that have to be
reckoned with. Like all facts,

[ they are stubborn. They cannot be got out of
the way by magic just

because they are aisagreeable. it is no use to wish they did not

- exist or were different. They must be taken
for just what they are.

- Hence observation and recollection must be
used to the full so as

not to glide over or to mistake important
features. Until the habit

L of thinking is well formed, facing the situation
to discover the facts

- requires an effort. For the mind tends to
dislike what is unpleasant

and so to sheer off from an adequate notice of that which is
especially

annoying.
Reflectiôfl Includes SuggeSti05. Along

with noting the con

ditions that constitute the facts to be dealt with,
suggestions arise

of possible courses of action. Thus the
person of our illustration

thinks of surface cars,elevated trains, and the
subway. These alterna

tive suggestioils compete with one another. Ly
comparison he judges

which alternative is best, which one is the more likely to give a

satisfactory solution. The comparison takes place indirectly. The

moment one thinks of a possible solution
and holds it in suspense,

he turns back to the facts. He has now a point of view that leads:

him to new observations and recollecti01 and to a q0nsiderati0n
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[derly arrangement. Genuine thinking
winds up, in short, with an

‘opreciation of new values.
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of observations already made in order to test the worth of the sug Igested way out. Unless he uses the suggestion so as to guide to nãobservations instead of exercising suspended judgment, he accepts it.as soon as it presents itself. Then he falls short of truly reflectivethought. The newly noted facts may (and in any complex situation Nsurely will) cause new suggestions to spring uji These become dewsto further investigation of conditions. The results of this survey testand correct the proposed inference or suggest a new one. This continuous interaction of the facts disclosed by observation and of thesuggested proposals of solution and the suggested methods of dealing with-conditions goes on till some suggested solution meets all theconditions of the case and does not nm counter to any discoverablefeature of • it.
Data and Ideas Are Correlative and Indispensable Factors‘in Reflection. A technical term for the observed facts is data. Thedata form the material that has to be interpreted, accounted for,explained; or, in the case of deliberation as to what to do or how to.do it, to be managed and utilized. The suggested solutions for thedifficulties disclosed by observation form ideas. Data (facts) and I

ideas (suggestions, possible solutions) thus - form the two indispensable and correlative factors of all reflective activity. The twofactors are carded on by means respectively of observation (in whichfor convenience is included memory of prior observations of similarcases) and inference. The latter runs beyond what is actually noted, --beyond what is found, upon careful examination, to be actually present. It relates, therefore, to what is possible, rather than to what isactual. It proceeds by anticipation, supposition, conjecture, imagination. All foresight, prediction, planning, as well as theorizing andspeculation, are characterized by excursion from the actual into thepossible. Hence (as we have already seen) what is inferred demandsa double test: first, the process of forming the idea or supposedsolution is checked by constant cross reference to the conditionsobserved to be actually present; secondly, the idea after it is formedis tested by acting upon it, overtly if possible, otherwise in imagination. The consequences of this action confirm, modify, or tefute theidea.
We shall illustrate what has been said by a simple case. Suppose you are walking where there is no regular path. A long aseverything, goes smoothly, you do not have to think about yourwalking; your already formed habit takes care of it. Suddenly youfind a ditch in your way. You think you will jump it (supposition,plan); but to make sure, you survey it with your eyes (observation),and you find that it is pretty wide and that the bank on the otherside is slippery (facts, data). You then wonder If the ditch may not

I
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!be narrower somewhere else (idea), and you look up and down

the stream (observation) to see how matters stand (test of idea by

observatiOn). You do not find any good place and so are thrown

Rback upon forming a new plan. As you are casting about, you dis

[cover a log (fact again). You ask yourself whether
you could not

[haul that to the ditch and get it across the ditch to
use as a bridge

(idea again). You judge that idea is worth trying, and
so you get

the log and manage to put it in place and walk
across (test and

i confirmation by overt action).If the situation were more complicated, thinking
would of course

be more elaborate. You can’imagine a case in which
making a raft,

nstructing a pontoon bridge, or making a dugout would be the

ideas that would finally come to mind and have to
be checked by

reference to conditions of action (facts). Simple or
complicated, re

lating to what to do.in a practical predicament or
what to infer bra

scientific or philosophic problem, there will always be the two

sides: the conditions to be accounted for, dealt with,
and the ideas

that are plans for dealing with them or are suppositions for inter

preting and explaining the phenomena.
In predicting an eclipse, for example, a multitude of observed

facts regarding position and movements of earth, sun, and moon,

comes in on one side, while on the other side the ideas
employed to

predict and explain involve extensive mathematical
calculations. In

a philosophic problem, the facts or data may be
remote and not

susceptible of dired observation by the senses. But still
there will

be data, perhaps of science, or of morals, art, or the
conclusions of

past thinkers, that supply the subject matter to be
dealt with and

by which theories are thecktd. On the other side, there are the

weculations that come to mind and that lead
to search for additional

subject matter which will both develop the proposed
tbeories M ideas

and test their value. Mere facts or data are dead, as
far as mind

is concerned, unless they are used to suggest and test some idea,

some way out of a difficulty. Ideas, on the other
hand, are mere

ideas, idle speculations, fantasies, dreams, unless
they are used to

guide new observations of, and reflections upon, actual situations,

past, present, or future. Finally, they must be brought to some

sort of check by actual given materialThr else
remain ideas. Many

ideas are of great value as material of poetry,
fiction, or the drama,

but not as the stuff of knowledge. However, ideas
may be of intel

lectual use to a penetrating mind even when they do not find any

immediate reference to actuality, provided they stay
in the mind foi

use when new facts come to light.

I



We now have before us the material for the analysis of a complete
act of reflective activity. In the preceding chapter. we• saw that the
two limits of every unit of thinking are a perplexed, troubled, or
confused situation at the beginning and a cleared-up, unified, re
solved situation at the close. The first of these situations may be
called pre-reflective. It sets the problem to be solved; out .of it
grows the question that reflection has to answer. In the final situa
tion the doubt has been dispelled; the situation is post-reflective;
there results a direct experience of mastery, satisfaction, enjoyment.
Here, then, are th limits within which reflection falls.

- Five Phases, or Aspects, of Reflective Thought. In be
tween, as States of thinking, are (t) suggestions, in which the mind
leaps forward to a possible solution; (2) an intellectualization of the
difficulty or perplexity that has been felt (directly experienced)
into a problem to be solved, a question for which the ansWer must
be sought; (3) the use of one suggestion after another as a leading
idea, or hypothesis, to initiate and guide observation and other
operations in collection of factual material; (ii) the mental elabora
lion of the idea or supposition as an idea or supposition (reasoning,
in the sense in which reasoning is a part, not the wholejof inference);
and () testing the hypothesis by overt or imaginative action.
We shall now take up the five phases, or functions, one by one.
The First Phase, Suggestion. The most ‘nhtüral’ thing for

anyone to do is to go ahead; that is to say, to acrovertly. The
disturbed and perplexed situation arrests such direct activity tem
porarily. The tendency to continue acting nevertheless persists. It
is diverted and.takes the form of an idea or a suggestion. The idea
ofwhat to do when we find ourselves ‘in a hole’ is a substitute for
direct action. It is a vicarious, anticipatory way of acting, a kind
of dramatic rehearsal. Were there only one suggestion popping up,
we should undoubtedly adopt it at once. But where there are two
or more, they collide with one another, maintain the state of sus
pense, and produce further inquiry. The first suggestion in the in
stance recently cited was to jump the ditch, but the perception of
conditions inhibited that suggestion and led to the occurrence of
other ideas.
Some inhibition of direct action is necessary to the condition of

hesitation and delay that is essential to thinking. Thought is, as it
were, conduct turned in upon itself and examining its purpose and
its conditions, its resources, aids, and difficulties and ohstacles.
The Second Phase, Intellectualization. We have already

noted that it is artificial, so far as thinking is concerned, to start with

i87

a ready-made 1imblem, a problem made out of whole cloth or aris

ing out of a vacuum. In reality such a
‘problem’ is simply an as

signed task. There is not at first a situation
and a problem, much

less just a problem and no situation. There is a troubled, pe
rplexed,

trying situation, where the difficulty is, as it
were, spread throughout

the entire situation, infecting it as a whole.
If we knew just what

the difficulty was and where it lay, the job
of reflection would he

much easier than it is. As the saying truly goes, a question well

put is half answered. In fact, we know what the problem exactly

is simultaneously with finding a way out and getting it resolved.

Problem and solution stand out completely at the sam
e time. Up to

that point, our grasp of the problem has been more or less vague and

tentative.
A blodçed suggestion leads us to reinspect the conditions that

confront us. Then our uneasiness, the shock
of disturbed activity,

gets stated in some degree on the basis of observed
conditions, of

objects. The width of the ditch, the slipperiness
of the banks, not

the mere preseice of a ditch, is the trouble.
The difficulty is getting

located and defined; it is becoming a true
problem, something in

tellectual, not just an annoyance at being
held up in what we are

doing. The person who is suddenly blocked and troubled in
what

he is doing by the thought of an engagement
to keep at a time that

is near and a place that is distant has the
suggestion of getting there

at once. But in order to carry this suggestion
into effect, he has to

-find means of transportation. In order to find them he has to note

his present position Sand its distance from
the station, the present

time, and the interval at his disposal.
Thus the perplexity is more

precisely located: just so much ground to cove
r, so much time to do

it in.
The word ‘problem’ often seems too elaborate and dignified to

denote what happens in minor cases of reflecti
on. But in every case

where reflective activity ensues, there is a
proces of intellectualizing

what at first is merely an emotional quality
of the whole situation.

This conversion is effected by noting more
definitely the conditions

that constitute the trouble and causa the stoppa
ge of action.

The Third Phase, the Guiding Idea, Hypothesis. The

first suggestion occurs spontaneously; it càmes to mind auto

matically; it springs up; it “pops,” as we have
said, “into the mind”;

it flashes upon us. There is no direct control
of its occurrence; the

idea just comes or it does not come; that
is all that can be said.

There is nothing intellectual about its
occurrence. The intellectual

element consists in what we do with it, how
we use it, after its sudden

occurrence as an idea. A controlled use of it is made possible by the

state of affairs just described. In the degree in which we define
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READINGS IN PHILOSOPHY

the difficulty (which is effected by stating it in terms of objects),.
we get a better idea of the kind of solution that is needed. The
facts or data set the problem before us, and insight into the problem Icorrects, modifies, expands the suggestion that originally occurred. In
this fashion the suggestion becomes a definite supposition or, stated
more technically, a hypothesis
Take the case of a physician examining a patient or a mechanic

inspecting a piece of complicated machinery that does not behaye
properly. There is something wrong, so much is sure. But how to
remedy it cannot be told until it is known what is wrong. An un
trained person is likely to make a wild guess—the suggestion—and
then proceed to act upon It in a random way, hoping that by good
luck the right thing will be hit upon. So some medicine that appears
to have worked before or that a neighbor has recommended is tried.
Or the person fusses, monkeys, with the machine, poking here and
hammering there on the chance of making the right move. The
trained pe?son proceeds in a very different fashion. He observes with
unusual care, using the methods, the techniques, that the experience
of physicians and expert mechanks in general, those familiar with
the structure of the organism or the machine, have shown to be
helpful in detecting trouble. —

The idea of the solution is thus controlled by the diagnosis that
has been made. But if the case is at all complicated, the physician
or mechanic does not foreclose further thought by assuming that the
suggested method of remedy is certainly right. He proceeds to act
upon it tentatively rather than decisively. That is, he treats it as
a guiding idea, a working hypothesis, and is led by it to make more
observations, to collect more facts, so as to see if the new material
is what the hypothesis calls for. He reasons that if the disease is
typhoid, then certain phenomena will be found; and he looks par
ticularly to see if just these conditions are present. Thus both the
first and second operations are brought under control; the sense of
the problem becomes more adequate and refined and the suggestion
ceases to be a mere possibility, becoming a tested and, if possible,
a measured probability
The Fourth Phase, Reasoning (in the Narrower Sense)..

Observations pertain to what exists in nature. They constitute the
facts, and these facts both regulate the formation of suggestions,
ideas, hypotheses, and test their probable value as indications of solu
tions. The ideas, on the other hand, occur, as we say, in our heads,
in our minds. They not only occur there, but are capable, as well, of
great development there. Given a fertile suggestion occurring in an
experienced, well-informed mind, that mind is capable of elaborating
it until there results an idea that is quite different from the one with
which the mind started.

wy: PROCESS OP SCIENTIFIC ThINKING iSg

For example, the idea of heat in the third
instance in the earliet

chapter was linked up with what the person
already knew about

heat—in his ate, its expansive force—and this in turn with the

contractive tendency of cold, so that the idea of expansion could

be used as an explanatory idea, though the
mere idea of heat would

not have been of any avail. Heat was quite
directly suggested by the

observed conditions; water was felt to be hot.
But only a mind with

some prior information about heat would have
reasoned that heat

meant expansion, and then used the idea of
expansion as a working

hypothesis. In more complex cases, there are long
trains of reason

ing in which one idea leads up to another idea
known by previous

test to be related to it. The stretch of links
brought to light by rea

soning depends, of course, upon the store
of knowle4e that the

mind is already in possession of. And this
depends not only upon

the prior experience and special education of
the individual who is

carrying on the inquiry, but also upon the state of culture and

science of the age and place. Reasoning helps extend knowledge,

while at the same time it depends upon what is
already known and

upon the facilities that exist for 0unicating
knowledge and mak

ing it a public, open resource.
A physician to-day can develop, by reasoning

from his knowledge,

the implications of the disease that symptoms
suggest to him as

probable in a way that would have been impossible even
a generation

ago; just as, on the other hand, he can
carry his observation of

symptoms much farther because of improvement in
clinical instru

ments and the technique of their use.
geasoning has the same effect upon a suggested solution that

more intimate and extensive observation has upon the original

trouble. Acceptance of a suggestion in its first
form is prevented by

looking into it more thoroughly. Conjectures
that seem plausible at

first sight are often found unfit or even absurd
when their full con

sequences are traced out. Even when reasoning
out the bearings of

a supposition does not lead to its rejection,
it develops the idea into

a form in which it is more apposite to the problem. Only
when, for

example, the conjecture that a pole was an indeç pole had been

thought out in its implications could its particular
applicability to

the case in hand be judged. Suggestions at
first seemingly remote

and wild are frequently so transformed by being
elaborated into what

follows from them as to become apt and fruitful. The development

of an idea through reasoning helps supply intervening or inter

mediate terms which link together into a consistent
whole elements

that at first seemingly conflict with each other, some leading the

mind to one inference and others to an opposed
one.

Mathematics as Typical Reasoning. Mathematics affords the
typi

cal example of how far can be carried the operation of rçlating ideas
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the senses. In geometry we start with a few simple conceptions, line,angle, parallel, surfaces formed by lines meeting, etc., and a fewprinciples defining equalities. Knowing something about the equalityof angles made by parallel lines when they intersect a straight line,and knowing, by definition, that a perpendicular to a straight lineforms two right angles, by means of a combination of these. ideaswe readily determine that the sum of the interior angles of a triangleis equal to two right angles. By continuing to trace the implications .of theorems already demonstrated, the whole subject of plane figures 1is finally elaborated. The manipulation of algebraic symbols so asto establish a series of equations and other mathematical functionsaffords an even more striking exampl of what can be accomplishedby developing the relation of ideas to one another.
When the hypothesis indicated by a series of scientific observationsand experiments can be stated in mathematical form, that idea canbe transformed to almost any extent, until it assumes a formThiwhich a problem can be dealt with most expeditiously and effectively. Much of the accomplishment of physical science depends uponan intervening mathematical elaboration of ideas. it is not themere presence of measurements in quantitative form that yieldsscientific knowledge, but that particular kind of mathematical statement which can be developed by reasoning into other and morefruitful forms—a consideration which is fatal to the claim to scientific standing of many educational measurements merely because theyhave a quantitative form.
The Fifth Phase, Testing the Hypothesis by Action, theconcluding pbae is some kind of testing by overt action to giveexperimental corroboration, or verification, of the conjectural idea.Reasoning shows that if the idea be adopted, certain consequencesfollow. So far the conclusion is hypothetical or conditional. If whenwe look we find present all the conditions demanded by th theory,and if we find the characteristic traits called for by rival alternativesto be lacking, the tendency to believe, to accept, is almost irresistible.Sometimes direct observation furnishes corroboratiou, as in the caseof the pole on the boat. In other cases, as in that of the bubbles,experiment is required; that is, conditions are deliberately arrangedin accord with the requirements of an idea or hypothesis to seewhether The results theoretically indicated by the idea actually occur.If it is found that the experimental results agree with the theoretical, or rationally deduced, results, and if there is reason to believethat only the conditions in question would yield such results, theconfirmation is so strong as to induce a conclusion—at least untilcontrary facts shall indicate the advisability of its revision.
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Of course, verification does not always follow. Sometimes cgn

frquences show failure to confirm instead of corroboration. Tht idea

in question is refuted by the court of final appeal. But a
great ad

vantageof possession of the habit of reflective
activity is that failure

is not mere failure. It is instructive. The
person who really thinks

Icarus quite as much from his failures as from his successes. For a

failure indicates to the person whose thinking has
been involved in it,

and who has not come to it by mere blind chance, what further

observations hould be made. It suggests to
him what modifications

should be introduced in the hypethesis upon which he has been

• operating. It either brings to light a new
problem or helps to define

and clarify the problem on which he has been engaged. Nothing

F shows the trained thinker better than the
use be makes of his er

rors and mistakes. What merely annoys and
discourages a person

- not accustomed to thinking, or what starts him
out on. a new course

of• aimless attack by mere cut.and-tty methods, is a stimulus and

a guide to the trained inquirer.
The Sequence of the Five Phases Is Not

Fixed. The five

phases, terminals, or functions -of thought, that
we have noted do

not follow one another in a set order. On the contraly, each
step in

[ genuine thinking does something to perfect the
formation of- a sug

gestion and promote its change into a leading idea or directive

hypothesis. It does something to promote the
location aM definition

of the problem. Lath improvement in the idea leads to new ob

servations that yield new facts or data and help the mind judge more

accurately the relevancy of facts already at hand. The elabofltioP

of the hypothesis does not wait until the
problem has been d

fined and adequate hypothesis has been arrived
at; it may come in

at any intermediate time. And as we have
just seen, any particular

overt test need not be final; it may be introductory
to new observa

- tions and new suggestiOlls, according to what happens in conse

quence of it.
There is, hpwever, an important difference between

test b overt

action in practical deliberations and in scientific investigati0 In

the former the practical commitment
involved in overt action is

-. much more serious than in the latter. An
astronomer or a chemist

3 performs overt actions, but they are for the
sake of knowledge; they

- serve to test and develop his conceptions
and theories. In practical

matters, the main result desired lies outside
of owledge. One of

- the great values of thinking, accordingly, is
that it defers the com

mitment to action that is irretrkvable, .thaS,
once made, cannot be

revoked. Even in moral and other practical matters, therefore, a

thoughtful person treats his overt deeds as
experimefltai so far as

possible; that is to say, while he cannot call
them back and must

to one another, without having to depend upon the observations oft
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METHOD AS DELIBERATE TESTING OF FACTS AND IDEAS
The Need for Systematized Method. Method of a systematic sort is required in order to safeguard the operations by whichwe move from one to the other, from facts to ideas, and back agaiifrom ideas to the facts that will test them. Without adequate method.a person grabs, as it were, at the first facts that offer themselves;he does not examine them to see whether they are truly facts orwhether, even though they be real facts, they are relevant to th;inference that needs to be made. On the other side, we are given to’jumping at the first solution that occurs to us, acceptintit as aconclusion without examination and test. We are given also to generalizing an idea far beyond support by evidence. We extend it tonew cases without careful study to ee whether these cases may nothe so different as not to justify the generalization. Method is particularly needed in complex cases and cases of gederallation, inorder to safeguard us from falling into these errors:We shaU first give an illustration of the way in which the discoveryof relevant facts on which to base, and by which to support and test,an inferred solution goes on in company with the formation and useof ideas to interpret the facts.
A man who has left his room in order finds it upon his return ina state of confusion, articles being scattered at random. Automatically, the notion comes to his mind that burglary would accountfor the disorder. He has not seen the burglars; their presence is nota fact of observation; it is a thought, an idea. The state of the roomis a fact, certain, speaking for itself; the presence of burglars is apossibility that may explain the facts. Moreover, the man has nospecial burg’ar in mind. The state of his room is perceived and isparticular, definite—exactly as it is; a burglar is inferred. But noparticular individual is thought of; merely some indefinite, unspecified, member of a class.
The original fact, the room as it is first observed, does not byany means prove the fact of burglary. Th& latter conjecture maybe correct, but evidence to justify accepting it positively is lacking.The total ‘fact’ as given contains bbth too much and too little; toomuch, because there are many features In it that are irrelevant to inference, that are therefore logically superfluous. Too little, becausethe considerations that are crucial—that, if they were ascertained,
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1rould be decisive—do not appear on the surface. Thoughtful search
.r the- kind of facts that are dews is therefore necessitated. If

[be illustration were followed out beyond the judgment as to
whether

there had been a burglary to the question bf who the criminal
was

and how he was to be discovered and th crime brought home to

rifim, the need for exlensive and careful examination of the fact

Ii side of the case would be even clearer.
Observatio Valuable When Guided by

Hypotheses. This
Lsearch needs guidance. If it is conducted purely at random a mul

[titude of facts will be turned up, but they will be so unrelated that
their very number will add to the difficulty of the case. It is

quite

[possible for thinking to be swamped by the mere multiplicity and

diversity of facts. The real problem is: What facts are evidence in
this case? The search for evidential facts is best conducted when
some suggested pissibit meaning is used as a guide in exploring facts,

[ especiall3’ in instituting a hunt -for some fad that would point con
dusively to one explanation and exclude all-others. So the

person en

tertains ydous hypotheses. Besides burglary, there is the
possibilitY

that some member of the family had an urgent need to find
some ar

[tide and, being in a hurry, bad not taken the time to put things in
order again. There are children also in the family; and -they are not
above mischief on occasion. Each of these conjectured

possibilities is

developed to some extent. If it were a burglar, or an adult in a
hurry,

or mischief on the part of children, then certain features
character:

istic of each particular cause would be present. If it were a case
of

burglary, then articles of value would be missing. Guided by
this idea,

the person looks again, not any longer at the scene as a whole,
but

analytically, with reference to this one item. He finds jewelry
gone;

he finds that some silver articles have been twistcd and
bent, and left

behind as merely plated ware. These data are incompatible with
-any

hypothesis except burglary. Looking further, he finds data that
are

05t.naturally interpreted to mean that a window has been tampered

with—a fact consistent only with the action of a burglar.
Under any

ordinary circumstances - these data would give adequate evidence of

the visit of a burglar; if the conditions were very unusual, there
would be nothing but to continue thinking of further possibilities

and looking for further facts as data by which to lest them. The

instance is taken from ordinary life. Scientific method repreents the

same sort of thing carried on with greater elaborateness, by means
especially of instrumentS and apparatUs devised for the

purpose and

of mathemati calculations.

192 READTNGS IN PHILOSOPHY -1stand their consequences, he gives alert attention to what they teacflhim about his conduct as well as to the non-intellectual conyquences. He makes a problem out of consequences of conduct, leoing into the causes from which they probably-resulted, especiallycauses that lie in his own habits and desires.
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THE IMPORTANCE OP METHOD IN Juoowo DATAFrom what has been said it is clear that the formation of thidea or hypothesis that is employed to interpret data’ and to unit)them into a coherent situation is indirect. Fundamentally, suggestie’just occur or do not occur, depending, as we have seen, on the stof culture aid knowledge at the time; upon the discernment Fexperience and native genius of the individual; upon his recent activities; to some extent upon chance; for many of the most pregnaneinventions and discoveries have come about almost accidentally;although these happy accidents never happen except to personsespecially prepared by interest and priof thought. But while theoriginal happening of a suggestion, whether it be brilliant or stupid,is not directly controlled, the acceptance and use of the suggestion iscapable of control; given a person of a thoughtful habit of mind.The primary method of control is that indicated in the illustration.The person who is confronted with the situation that has to bethought through returns upon, revises, extends, analyzes, and makesmore precise and definite the facts of the case. He strives to convertthem into just those data which will test the suggestions that occurto mind. This testing will take place, as in thç burglary incident,by finding upon examination traits that are incompatible with somesuggested possibility and consistent with some other. They are justwhat should be there in fact if that particular hypothesis is correct.The ideal of course is discovery of traits that could be present onlyupon a particular hypothesis. This type of evidence can rarely befound in fact, but it is approximated by the methods of control ofobservation and collection of data that have been found to work-well in scientific inquiry.
The Interrelations of Observation and Thought. It will henoted, then, that observation is not an operation that is oppOsedto thought or that is even independent of it. On the contrary,thoughtful observing is at least one half of thinking, the other halfbeing the entertaining and elaboration of multiple hypotheses. Features that are glaringly conspicuous often need to be ignored; hidden traits need to be brought to light; obscure characteristics-to beemphasized and cleared up.
Consider, for example, bow a physician makes his diagnosis, hisinterpretation. If he is scientifically trained, he suspends—postpones—reaching a conclusion in order that he may not be led by super‘ficial occurrences into a snap judgment There are some facts thatare given in an obvious way to his observation. But what is obviousmay be, when regarded as an evidential sign, most misleading; theevidential facts, the real data, may show themselves only after a

longed search involving artificial apparatus and a technique that
presses the methods found useful b a whole body àf experts.
Conspicuous phenomena may forcibly suggest typhoid, but the

!iysician avoids a condusioh or even ày strong preference for this

a that conclusion until he has both greatly enlarged the scope of

is data and also rendered.them more minute. He not only questions
the patient as to his feelings and as to his acts prior to the disease,

;t by various manipulations with his hands (and with
instruments

made for the purpose) brings to light a large number of facts of

whith the patient is quite unaware. The state of temperatth. respira
tion, and heart action is accuratelY noted, and their fluctuations from

time to time are exactly recorded. Until this examinatiohl has
worked

out toward a wider collection and in toward a minuter scrutiny of

details, inference is deferred.
Experimental Variation of ConditiOns .

- The object of

[ experimentation is the construction, by regular steps taken on the

[ basis of a plan thought out in advance, of a t3pical, crucial case, a
- case formed with express reference to throwing light on the diffi
culty in question. All usthods on the fact side rest, as already
stated, upon regulation of the conditions of observation and mem

ory; experiment is simply the most adequate regulation of these
conditions that is possible. We try to make the observation such that

every factor entering into it, together with the mode and the
amount

of its operation, may be open to recognition. Making observatiot
open, overt, precise, constitutes experiment.
Three Advantages of Experiment. Such observations have many

h and obvious advantageS over observations_no matter how
extensive

with respect to which we simply wait for an event to happen or an

object to present itself. Experiment overcomes defects due to (a)

the rarity, (6) the subtlety and minuteness (or the violence), and

(c) he rigid fixity of facts as we ordinarily experience them. The
following quotations from Jevons’s ElementarY Lessons in Logic

bring out all these points:

We might have to wait years or centuries to meet accidentdiY
with facts whith we can readily produce at any moment in a labora
tory; and it is probable that thost of the chemical substance5 now
known and many excessive1Y useful products would never have been
discovered at all by waiting till nature presented them spontafle011Y
to our observation.

This quotation refers to the infrequency, or rarity, of certain facts
of nature, even very important ones. The passage then goes on to
speak of the minuteness of many phenomena that makes them es

cape ordinary experience:
-
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Electricity doubtless operates in every particle of matter, perhapsat every moment of timel and even the ancients could not but noticeits action in the loadstone, in lightning, in the Aurora Borealis, orin a piece of rubbed amber. But in lightning electricity was toointense and dangerous; in the other cases it was too feeble to beproperly understood. The science of electricity and magnetism couldonly advance by getting regular supplies of electricity from thecommon electric machine or the galvanic battery and by makingpowerful electromagnets. Most, if not all, the effects which electricityproduces must go on in nature, but altogether too obscurely forobservation.
-

Jevons then deals with the fact that, under ordinary conditions ofexperience, phenomena that can be understood only by seeing themunder varying conditions are presented in a fixed and uniform way.
Thus carbonic acid is only met in the form of a gas, proceedingfrom the combustion 0f carbon; but when exposed to extreme pressure and cold, it is condensed into a liquid, and may even be converted into a snowlike solid substance. Many other gases have inlike manner been liquefied or solidified, a?there is reason to believethat every substance is capable iii taking all three forms of solid,liquid, and gas, if only the conditions of temperature and pressurecan be sufficiently varied. Mere observation of nature would have ledus, on the contrary, to suppose that nearly all substances were fixedin one condition only, and could not be converted from solid intoliquid and from liquid into gas.

Many volumes would be required to describe in detail all themethods that ihvestigators have developed in various subjects foranalyzing and restating the facts of ordinary experience so that we
may escape from capricious and routine suggestions and may getthe facts in such a form and in such a light (or context) that exactand far-reaching explanations may be suggested in place of vagueand limited ones. But these various devices of inductive inquiry allhave one goal in view: the indirect regulation of the function ofsuggestions, or formation of ideas. . -
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FREE WiLL, MAN, AND HISTORY *

by
JOHN STUART Mill

(iSofi—1873)

I

01 LIBERTY MID NECESSff’

§ i. The question, whether the law of causality applies in the

same strict sense to human actions as to other
phehomena, is the

celebrated controversY concerning the freedom of the will; which,

from at least as far back as the time of Pelagius, has divided both
the philosophical and religious world. The.affirmati opinion is

com

monly called the doctrine of Necessity, as asserting
human volitions

and actions to be necessarY and inevitable. The negative maintains

that the will is not determined, like other phenomena, by
antecedents,

but determines itself; that our volitions are not,
properly speaking,

the effects of causes, or at least have no causes which they
uniformly

and implicitly obey.
The former of these opinions is that which I consider

the

true one; but the misleading terms in which it is often expressed,
and

the indistinct manner in which it is usually apprehended, have
both

obstructed its reception, and peiwerted its iniluflce when received.

The metaphysical theory of free-will, as held by philosophers
(for

the practical feeling of it, common in a greater or less degree
to all

mankind, is in no way inconsistent with the contrary theory),
was

invented because the supposed. alternative- of admitting human
ac

t tions tg be necessary was deemed inconsistent with every one’s

instinctive consciousness, as well as humiliating to the pride and

even

degrading to the moral nature of man. Nor do I depy that
the

doctrine, assometimes held, is open to these imputations; for the

misapprehension in which I shall be able to show that they originate,
unfortunately is not confined to the opponents of the doctrine, but

• is participated in by many3 perhaps we might say by most, of its

supporters.
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